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The CM sprung for ice cream in celebration of Public Service Appreciation Week!

9-1-1 Dispatchers are our lifelines in times of distress and medical
emergencies. Their daily duties are another person’s terrible day. In
April, just following the week where dispatchers across the globe
were honored for their service, two of Murrieta’s finest did a little
extra and helped make a difference to a member of our community.
On April 22, a 9-1-1 hang-up was received in the Murrieta
Communications Center, per normal protocols a return phone call
was made to the residence, but the call went unanswered. While
they could have sent the call to the police dispatcher for an officer to
check the welfare at the residence, additional recall was made and a
citizen reported a male having a heart attack and paramedics were
dispatched within moments. The citizen was indeed experiencing a
cardiac event and was transported to an area hospital and received
life-saving interventions within 37 minutes of arrival to the hospital
and discharged a few days later. The extra effort by Michelle and
Lori, like many dispatchers do every day, make significant differences
in patient’s overall care and outcome.
-Dawn Morrison
Murrieta Fire & Rescue ● 41825 Juniper Street, Murrieta, CA 92562 ● www.MurrietaCA.gov ● 951.304. (FIRE) 3473

Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous/severe weather
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS Calls – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:03
87.4%
90.8%
Turnout
1:31
88.3%
60.8%
Travel
7:04
79.0%
41.2%
Total Response
8:57
86.0%
52.1%
FIRE Calls – GOALS REACHED (8-week data)
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:54
80.6%
72.2%
Turnout
2:03
88.9%
72.2%
Travel
9:25
81.1%
24.3%
Total Response
11:38
83.8%
37.8%
FIRE PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
4
Plan Submittals
4
New Construction Inspections
24
Plan Submittal/Inspection Revenue
$12,590
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
5
Re-Inspections
25
Number of Violations
37
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$1,771
Code Enforcement
4
Public Education
Public Education Presented
1
Public Education Attendees
56
Fire Investigations
Investigations
0
Weed Abatement Notices
Developed Properties
231
Vacant Properties
650
Weekly DIF $38,986
Weekly DAF
$0
“Oscar Wilde once said ‘be yourself, because everyone else is taken.”

FIRE DISPATCH I Murrieta Fire & Rescue

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Captain Eric Ackerman

What It Means to be A Paramedic

5 Famous Fires and the Lessons They Taught Us

EMS World • November 1, 2005 • Gary Ludwig, MS, EMT-P

FireRescue 1 • March 25, 2011 • By KARA KOVALCHIK

1. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY // MARCH 25, 1911
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory occupied the top three
floors of a 10 story building at the corner of Greene Street
and Washington Place in New York City. The garment
factory, which specialized in manufacturing women's
blouses, would be called a "sweat shop"• in today's
terminology. The workers were mainly immigrant women
(some as young as 12 years old) from Italy, Germany and
Eastern Europe, who worked 14-hour daily shifts for
approximately $7 per week.
Accident Waiting to Happen
The factory had flammable textiles stored throughout the
building, and scraps of fabric littered the floors and
overflowed from bins. Designers smoked cigarettes at their
desks and regularly tossed their butts into the scrap fabric
bins instead of ashtrays. (Buckets of water were located
throughout the factory to extinguish the bin fires that
cropped up regularly.) Per company policy, several of the
exit doors were locked during business hours; when
employees left for the day, they had to line up by the few
unlocked doors and leave single file under the careful gaze
of a supervisor to make sure they…
More HERE

For a while now, whenever I think about it, I have been jotting
down sayings from out in the field. Some come from my own
experiences and some are sayings or comments that I have heard
from paramedic/firefighters that are a reflection of their
experiences. When compiled, what emerges is a unique
perspective of life that few people will ever experience.
I have witnessed the miracle of birth; I have held a baby in my
arms as it took its last breath; I sometimes do not eat meals on
time; I have laughed with my patients; I have cried with my
patients; patients have vomited on me; I have comforted a father
who held his dead son in his arms and grieved with the greatest
sorrow I have ever seen.
I administer medications; sometimes, I work on Christmas; I have
compassion
for myInformation
patients; I control
First Responder
HEREbleeding; I cut my patients
out of wrecked cars; I have been called an ambulance driver; I
have had people try to beat me through an intersection when I
am driving with lights and sirens; I have said a short prayer for a
patient I just delivered to an emergency room in critical
condition.
I start IVs; I work shift work; I have sat for hours in my
ambulance while on a standby…
MORE

Captain Eric Ackerman

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

Trouble in Mind

When school safety and fire safety collide

NFPA Journal • May 2, 2014 • By Janet A. Wilmoth

KYLE IENN WAS ONE OF THE NEW BREED OF FIRE CHIEFS. A
23-year member of the fire service, he led a progressive
volunteer fire department in his hometown of Ralston,
Nebraska, a suburb of Omaha. He was active on the state
and national level with the Nebraska Fire Chiefs Association
and the International Association of Fire Chiefs’ Volunteer
Combination Officers Section. He served the National Fallen
Firefighters Foundation’s “Everyone Goes Home®” program,
an initiative to prevent firefighter line-of-duty deaths and
injuries. As founder of the Nebraska Serious Injury & Line of
Duty Death Response Team, Ienn was first on the scene to
help fire departments with the death of a firefighter.

FireRescue 1 • May 25, 2019 • Rob Wylie
The fire service has the opportunity to adapt fire code enforcement to
new

, quite a conundrum. On one hand, the fire service has had an
excellent track record in protecting children in public schools.
HERE

In a 2010 interview for Omaha.com, when asked what kept
him motivated, Ienn replied, “Knowing I have helped
someone.”
On the morning of January 31, 2012, just days before his
41st birthday, Ienn’s body was found hanging from a bridge
in an Omaha park.
MORE HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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Water Flow Alarm at a Commercial Building
May 11, 2019 • Regan Way • 5:31 a.m.
MFR T1, B1-C, and FM-1 responded to water flow alarm.
When T1 arrived, significant water was noted coming from
the office front door, out onto the parking lot, and into the
street. T1 made access into the structure and confirmed that
there was not a fire or occupants inside.
The source of the water flow was located, the OS&Y valve was
closed at the street and the water flow was mitigated. The
incident was released to the Fire Marshal for further
investigation. – Captain Greg Hull, Incident Commander

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1: In service; aerial test
T2R: In service
E2: OOS – AC repair; seatbelts

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Shop roof repair
Station 2: Nothing to report

E3: In service
E3R: In service

Station 3: Painting

E4: In service
E4R: OOS; Paint and body repair

Station 4: Roof repair

E5: In service
B2: In service

Station 5: Nothing to report

B3: In service
B5: OOS; Tank fill valve
OES: In service
R5: In service

California Wildfire
Updates HERE

WT: In service
A&L: In service
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group:
909-884-0133
Predictive
Services Website HERE
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How Introverts Can Learn to Love Networking
KelloggInsight • Holly Raider

For introverts, networking events can be a source of dread.
The format itself—a crowd full of strangers hoping to make a
strong impression—is anathema to those who flourish in
environments that are quieter or feel less transactional.
But, according to Holly Raider, a clinical professor of
management and managing director of executive education at
the Kellogg School of Management, introverts can be just as
skilled at networking as extroverts if they learn to ignore the
crowd and focus on shaping individual conversations.
“I am frequently asked how to build networks if you are an
introvert and dislike networking events,” Raider says. “My
impression is the people asking believe they just need to
accept that building a business network is a necessary part of
business, or that they simply need to figure out how to
manage anxiety. Instead, introverts can learn to thrive in the
experience more than they might ever have imagined. And
their introversion can be harnessed as a networking
superpower.”
She offers four tips for introverts looking to succeed at—and
actually enjoy—networking.
Prepare a Repertoire of Questions—but Maintain a Curious
Mindset.

Your Weakest Link: 6 Ways to Strengthen the Chain
Fire Chief • Chief Marc Bashoor • April 17, 2019

Have you ever watched someone trying to do something
and said or wondered, “How silly is that, just do [this or
that]”? Sure you have!
Much like people lament, “When I leave, the fire
department will go to hell in a hand basket,” human nature
tends to convince us that we are the only ones who can
accomplish what someone else cannot. Of course, our fire
service and our democracy have repeatedly proven that no
one individual holds THE key to success or failure.
Regardless, people feel they are the expert who knows all,
and I’m confident you could easily find countless “social
media chiefs” opining all over the internet today about
how to get “it” done right.
Impact on the higher calling
The adage “you’re only as strong as your weakest link” is
certainly appropriate, but I suggest instead that you’re only
as weak as the last mistake you fixed.
While we as a fire service are not infallible, we must
recognize that we have a superior function and
responsibility.

More HERE

Part of what makes networking tough is coming up with nonsuperficial things to say on the spot. But there is no reason you
can’t plan ahead, says Raider. She recommends developing a
“repertoire” of questions, including conversation starters,
follow-ups, and open-ended questions, each of which express
interest and give the addressee a wide degree of latitude in
how they might respond.
“You want people to feel at ease and engaged, so ask
questions that will help nurture dialogue,” Raider says. “Avoid
questions where the answer might be strained, socially
isolating, or a dead end. People will have a lot to say—and
they’ll enjoy talking to you—if they’re prompted in the right
way.”
When it comes to conversation starters, Raider suggests
starting with something expected, such as “What are your
responsibilities?” But she recommends having second and
third questions that go a bit deeper, such as “What is
capturing your focus these days?” or “What interesting trends
are you tracking?”
By listening carefully—often a strong quality of introverts—
you will pick up clues that can help you make your next
questions even more interesting to answer.
More HERE

Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133
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The City of Murrieta
honored military moms
and spouses with a brunch
in the Garden of Verses at
the Murrieta Public Library
on Saturday, May 11.
Ivy B. Fitzpatrick,
Managing Deputy District
Attorney, Riverside County
DA’s Office, was the
keynote speaker.

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

I am a big believer in setting expectations with my crew. I
think this is something that every company officer must
do early. There are many ways to deliver your
expectations to your crew. One approach: You can go
into detail on what you expect on calls, duties around
the firehouse, and what you want to see on the
fireground and EMS scene. Here I’ll share with you a few
pillars that, when expressed to your crew, should
capture the lion’s share of your expectations as a
company officer.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be ready
Look professional
Act professional
Take care of each other

These are very simple expectations, but really cover a
broad spectrum of behavior.
FIREHOUSE Article HERE
Need someone to visit with? The Counseling Group: 909-884-0133

